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Body: Introduction: The body position affects the cervical-thoracic-abdominal biomechanics and has impact
on lung ventilation and perfusion. The impact of body position during CPAP is not well recognized.
Objective: To evaluate the clinical impact of the prone and supine positions in newborn preterm infants
breathing without support or on nasal CPAP. Methods: Thirty two preterm infants with GA from 26 to 35
weeks, BW <2.275 g and of both sexes were prospectively evaluated. Infants were separated if they were in
use of nasal CPAP (n=16) or breathing without any support (n=16). Body position (pronation and supination)
was changed following a random order. Preterm stand at each decubitus for one hour, and respiratory rate,
oxygen saturation, heart rate and Silverman-Andersen bulletin (SA) were registered every ten minutes.
Results: The 16 infants of the nasal CPAP group presented GA of 30±2.0 weeks, BW of 1.353±281g, 56%
were male and had 3±2.4 days of life at study. The 16 infants without breathing support presented
respectively 33±1,5 weeks, 1.776±238 g, 37% were male and had 4±1,5 days of life at study. Clinical
parameters of infants in nasal CPAP were not influenced by body position. Infants breathing without support
presented at prone position better parameters, but with small clinical relevance, regarding oxygen saturation
(95% ± 1.6 vs 94% ± 3.1, p<0.01) and SA (0.2 ± 0.4 vs 0.7 ± 0.6, p<0.01). Conclusion: No difference in
clinical parameters were found after changing the postural position in infants at nasal CPAP. When infants
were breathing without support, prone position showed a small but statistically significant improvement in
oxygen saturation and SA bulletin.
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